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Review on Fatigue-Crack Growth and Finite 
Element Method  

Nirpesh Vikram, Raghuvir Kumar 

Abstract— This article reviews the literature on Crack Propagation in fatigue and its numerical analysis using FEM published since 19th 
century and identifies new research lines. Review shows that fatigue life has been considered to be composed of three phases: (1) Crack 
initiation (2) Crack Propagation (3) Final Failure. Mechanism of Crack initiation, especially quantitative models are still not known. Initially 
crack length is subcritical and the crack is not dangerous. In some next cycles, the crack propagates to acquire critical length and then 
conventional fracture mechanics phenomenon like GIC, KIC, JIC, CTOD etc come in to picture. A large number of empirical and semi 
empirical fatigue crack growth laws have been proposed for many materials through experiments, numerical and analytical methods like 
FEM (Finite Element Methods). Summarization on crack propagation that the crack closure is affected by the material properties  like yield 
stress “y”,  fracture stress “f”, maximum intensity factor “km”, stress range “”, crack length “a”, strain hardening component “n”, 
working environment and geometry is presented in this paper.    

Index Terms—Fatigue-Crack, Crack Propagation, Crack initiation, Fatigue loading, Crack Growth, Stress intensity Factor, Effective Stress 

———————————————————— 
NOMENCLATURE 

 
Greek Symbols    Description 
     A Variable factor 
     Normal Stress 
 avg    Average (mean) stress in a Cycle 
          a    Threshold Stress 
 m    Maximum Stress in a Cycle 
 n    Minimum Stress in a Cycle 
 o    Optimum Stress 
 p    Stress amplitude in a Cycle 
 u    Ultimate Stress 

f    Fracture Stress  
y    Yield Stress 
o    Crack Opening Stress 

cl    Crack Closing Stress 
     Stress Range 

eff    Effective Stress Range 
U    Stress Intensity Ratio  

  
English Symbols    Description 
 a    Crack length 
 A    A constant 
 B    Specimen thickness 
 C    Constant of crack growth equation 
 da/dN    Crack growth rate 
 D    A constant 
 E    Young's modulus of elasticity 
 K    Stress intensity factor 
 Kc    Fracture toughness of the material 
 Km    Maximum stress intensity factor of a cycle 
 Kn    Minimum stress intensity factor of a cycle 
 Ko    Optimum stress intensity factor of a cycle 
 Kt    Threshold stress intensity factor 
 K    Stress intensity range  
 Ke    Effective stress intensity range 
 m    Exponent of crack growth rate equation 
 n    Exponent of crack growth rate equation 
 N    Number of cycles 
 Nf    Number of cycles to failure 
 NP    Number of readings in a set of readings 
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 P    A ratio /y 

 P    Simple load 
 Pa    Average load in a cycle 
 Pm    Maximum load in a cycle 
 Pn    Minimum load in a cycle 
 P    Load range in CAL cycle 
 R     Stress ratio in CAL cycle (Pm/Pm) 
 W    Width of the specimen 
 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

ailures of components and structures over years have 
encouraged the researchers to perform the various failure 
studies. In general failure of the components is results of two 

most common reasons one is fatigue loading and other one is 
effect of working environment in which the component is 
working like temperature the most common factor for 
environment affected failure [19]. In real life there are mostly 
complex loading conditions in which the components work but at 
the time of analysis whether it can be experimental, analytical or 
numerical we consider the ideal loading condition to get the 
solutions easily or to form some empirical formulas. Fatigue is 
the most common cause of crack initiation and crack growth to 
critical size [16], at which sudden fracture takes place.     

It was realized that crack extension takes place due to stress 
concentration at the crack tip and due to failure of material during 
cyclic loading; an effort has been made to relate the crack growth 
with stress intensity factor “K” at the crack tip. A well 
established relationship was given by Paris and Erdogan [11] and 
takes the following form: 

= 퐶(∆K)m                         (1) 

Where C, and m depend on material, specimen geometry and 
loading. It is found that for different values of stress ratios, R, for 
the same material a large deviation in data was obtained from the 
curve fitted by eq.(1). The use of the range of cyclic stress 
intensity factors to describe fatigue crack growth rate is based on 
the assumption that the crack tip starts to open as soon as load is 
completely relaxed. In 1968 on the basis of results of 
experiments, Elber [14] predicted that cyclic plasticity gives rise 
to the development of residual plastic deformation in the vicinity 
of the crack tip causing the fatigue crack to close under a positive 
load. He described this as crack closure phenomenon and 
suggested that the fatigue crack growth can occur only during the 
portion of the loading cycle in which the crack is fully open. 

Based on this suggestion, an effective stress range is defined: 

                                    eff = m - o   (or cl )          (2) 

The ratio of  eff to the total stress range () is defined as the 
stress intensity range ratio, U, and is given by  

                              U=	 	


 = 	  			( 	 	)
 

                  (3) 

Elber [15] further suggested that the crack growth relationship be 
written in the following form: 

= 퐶(∆퐾 )푚 = 퐶(푈∆K)m                         (4) 

The crack propagation equation is written in terms of “∆퐾  , 
instead of 	"∆퐾”. the factors which have been reported to 
influence U are stress intensity range (), material properties 
(y , f) , crack length (a) and stress ratio R. In the work of Elber 
[15], however, U is shown to depend only on stress ratio R. Many 
laws are available which give crack growth rate as a function of 
K and material properties. In this regards many other 
researchers [1, 2, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 25, 32, 37, 44] had 
given their contribution to formulate the crack growth but till 
today there is no generalized theoretical formulations is there for 
crack growth that is applicable for all type of materials. 
Variations in types of cracks and loading conditions are other 
reasons so that there is none of the generalized formulations for 
crack growth. All the formulations are empirical or semi 
empirical. In all kind of numerical approaches the best known and 
mostly accepted approach is Finite Element Method (FEM) [23, 
24, 26]. This approach is widely accepted approach by the 
research community due to its approximate result giving ability. 
Due to the variations in loading conditions and micro structure of 
materials it is quite difficult to form a generalized formulation. 
Generalized formulation needs some more and more experimental 
and analytical analysis on different materials and different 
loading conditions. This literature survey is also an initiative in 
this regard.    

2 TERMINOLOGIES 

2.1 TYPES OF FATIGUE: 
There are three commonly recognized forms of fatigue:  
 

 High cycle fatigue (HCF) 
 Low cycle fatigue (LCF) 
 Thermal mechanical fatigue (TMF) 

 
2.1.1  HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE (HCF) 

F 
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The principal distinction between HCF and LCF is the region of 
the stress strain curve where the repetitive application of load 
(and resultant deformation or strain) is taking place. 

HCF is characterized by low amplitude high frequency elastic 
strains. An example would be an airfoil subjected to repeated 
bending. One source of this bending occurs as a compressor or 
turbine blade passes behind a stator vane. When the blade 
emerges into the gas path it is bent by high velocity gas pressure. 
Changes in rotor speed change the frequency of blade loading. 
The excitation will at some point match the blade's resonant 
frequency causing the amplitude of vibration to increase 
significantly. To clarify this concept we need to return to the 
stress strain curve. When a tuning fork is struck it vibrates at its 
resonant frequency. As the beams of the fork bend back and forth 
at hundreds of cycles per second the amplitude of the bending 
results in strains that are confined to the elastic portion of the 
stress strain curve. As the vibrations die down and stop the fork 
returns to its original shape. Only elastic strains have occurred so 
no permanent deformation has taken place. The tuning fork can 
endure tens of millions of cycles under these conditions but 
eventually it will fail due to HCF. Empirical parameters for a lot 
of materials has been determined like Marin factors and Fatigue 
Strengths in HCF Both infinite or finite fatigue life is possible and 
can be analyzed so that it is easy to use for design applications. If 
loads are fluctuating in a pseudo-random way, HCF methods can 
yield non-conservative results. 

2.1.2 LOW CYCLE FATIGUE (LCF) 
 
LCF is the mode of material degradation when plastic strains are 
induced in an engine component due to the service environment. 
LCF is characterized by high amplitude low frequency plastic 
strains. If we pull the beams of the tuning fork apart until they are 
permanently bent we have imparted one half of an LCF cycle. 
The act of permanently bending means that we have exceeded the 
elastic limit point on the stress strain curve and have crossed over 
into the plastic region. Forcing the beams back into the original 
position will require them to bent or "yielded" thereby completing 
one LCF cycle. The tuning fork can endure only a very few of 
these cycles before it will fail due to LCF. In a turbine blade these 
large strains occur in areas of stress concentration. Most turbine 
blades have a variety of features like holes, interior passages, 
curves and notches. These features raise the local stress level to 
the point where plastic strains occur. Turbine blades and vanes 
usually have a configuration at the base referred to as a dove tail 
or fir tree. This feature is used to attach the blade to the turbine 
disk. As engine rotational speed increases centrifugal forces result 
in local plastic strains at the attachment surfaces resulting in LCF 
damage. 

2.1.3 THERMAL MECHANICAL FATIGUE (TMF) 
 
In the case of TMF (present in turbine blades, vanes and other hot 
section components) large temperature changes result in 
significant thermal expansion and contraction and therefore 
significant strain excursions. These strains are reinforced or 
countered by mechanical strains associated with centrifugal loads 
as engine speed changes. The combination of these events causes 
material degradation due to TMF. 

2.2 FATIGUE LOAD 

There are two types of fatigue load on which all the research have 
been done: 

2.2.1 CONSTANT AMPLITUDE LOAD  

Mathematical interpretation of constant amplitude loading with 
max stress max and minimum stress min with the stress range 
 given by: 

  =  max -  min                                                        (5) 

Kmax  =  f(a/w) max √πa                                           (6) 

                         Kmin = f(a/w) min √πa                                          (7) 

Where f(a/w)  is the geometric factor for crack length “a” and 
component width “W”. 

 
2.2.2 VARIABLE AMPLITUDE LOAD 
Almost all structures and machines are subjected to variable 
amplitude loading in real life. Due to variation in nature of loads 
from one kind of application to another they do not follow the 
Gaussian distribution. Dependent of application statistical method 
is opted to determine the root mean square value of “∆K”. So if 
Paris Law [11] is chosen then it becomes: 
 

= 퐶(∆Krms)m                                                      (8) 
 
2.3 S-N CURVE 
 
An empirical relation is determined between applied stress (peak 
value of the fluctuating load) and number of cycles N required to 
cause the failure. The relation is known as S-N curve also called 
the Wohler curve. This is a sigmoidal curve by shape and have 
been in use for more than a century are still being used by 
conventional designers and researcher. S-N curve have certain 
limitations it adopts black box approach and it does not explore 
the mechanisms of failure. It does not show difference between 
initiation life and propagation life; only over all fatigue life is 
taken into account. After testing specimens at different 
amplitudes of loading, the S-N curve. It represents the number of 
cycles or life to failure against the stress amplitude sa. Failure can 
be defined as fracture or crack initiation. Different stress ratios 
lead to different S-N curves. We often define the S-N curve for a 
loading at R = -1. In the following Fig., a typical S-N curve is 
shown. We observe three different zones on the S-N curve. 

The low cycle fatigue is related to the number of cycles from 102 
to approximately 103 or 104. Stresses are close to the ultimate 
tensile Stress u. Some macroscopic plastic deformation appears. 
In the high cycle fatigue for finite life, the number of cycles goes 
from 104 to approximately 05 cycles. The last part is related to 
weak stresses and infinite fatigue life. The fatigue phenomenon 
can appear after a long run of loading with an amplitude close to 
the threshold a, or may even never happen. The scatter is very 
high in this region. The threshold a represented in Fig 1 is called 
the fatigue limit. It is usually defined at around 106, 107 cycles.  
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Fig 1: S-N Curve [79] 

2.4 CRACK INITIATION [17, 21]   

Crack initiation can be seen to occur at the tip of an existing crack 
or at some point of a free surface. Crack grows in all applied load 
cycle so that da/dN becomes important parameter. Initially da/dN 
is extremely small. ∆K increases as the crack grows and da/dN 
becomes very large. Crack growth divided in to three regions on 
growth curve plotted of fatigue crack growth on log-log scale 
(da/dN Vs ∆K) as shown the below figure. Where we can observe 
there is no crack initiation if ∆K is smaller than the ∆Kth .where 
∆Kth depends on the material properties and stress ratio R. 

 

Fig 3: Crack Growth Curve [78] 

2.5 CRACK PROPAGATION 

There are three modes of crack propagation in which crack 
propagates and lead to the fracture  

 Mode I or Opening Mode: displacement is normal to 
crack surface 

 Mode II or Shearing Mode or Sliding Mode: 
displacement is normal to the crack front 

 Mode III or Tearing Mode: displacement is parallel to 
crack front 
 

 

Fig 3: Fracture Modes 

2.6 CRACK GROWTH PARAMETRES 

Since so many years a considerable amount of work has been 
done to perform the studies on crack propagation rate under 
constant amplitude loading and variable amplitude loading. Most 
of these studies are conducted in terms of development of crack 
growth rate model. Some important models are presented as 
follows: 

 Energy Release Rate  
 Stress Intensity Factor (SIF)  
 J-Integral 
 Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD)   

 
 2.6.1 ENERGY RELEASE RATE  
 
This model is given by Griffith [5] in early 1920, he worked on 
(Glass) brittle material and gives a phenomenon of Energy 
Release rate he shows that when a crack initiates it releases 
energy and if this energy value is equal to or greater than strain 
energy crack propagates. But later this was seen that this 
phenomenon is good for brittle but not for ductile materials. 
Mathematical interpretation of the Griffith’s approach says that 
in any component’s crack to become a critical crack that will be 
responsible to failure the following relationship should be true 
where ERis representing Energy release Rate which is known as 
“G” after the name of Griffith and Es represents Energy 
required to advance per unit length by the crack and that is known 
as crack Resistance “R”. 

	≥ 	                             (9) 

    G ≥ R                                       (10) 

2.6.2 STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR (SIF)  

Irwin [12] introduced this variable and used the symbol “K” 
after the name of his research team mate Kies. For Mode I crack 
propagation  

KI =σ √πa                                     (11) 

It is well established that the large stresses produced due to stress 
concentration at the crack tip are responsible for crack growth. 
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Stress intensity range ∆K at the crack tip is a dominant parameter. 
Though, ∆K is a well established parameter and its contribution is 
well known in crack growth curves. Its use has introduced certain 
amount of discrepancy between actual and predicted results. The 
reason behind it is that derivation of ∆K depends on equilibrium 
equations considering only material properties based on linearly 
related equations. In short ∆K does not consider the effect of non-
linear behavior of the material. In addition to nominal stress, 
crack length and specimen width. The material properties like 
yield stress, fracture stress, and strain also affect the crack growth 
rate in any cycle. 

 
2.6.3 J-INTEGRAL (J-INTEGRAL)  
 
J- integral was first applied by Rice [14]  for plane problems. Like 
other parameters (G and K), the J- integral is also a parameter to 
characterize a crack. In fact G is a special case of J integral. G is 
usually applied only to linear elastic materials, whereas the J-
integral is not only applicable to linear and non-linear elastic 
materials but is very useful to characterize materials, exhibiting 
elastic-plastic behavior near crack tip. Mathematical 
interpretation of J is: 

J=∫(Wdx 	 - T 		  )                              (12) 

(on any path chosen within the body of the specimen) 

Where,                     W= ∫σ  dε                                           (13)       

This is path independent, for linear elastic bodies, the J-integral 
represents energy release rate and is same as G. 

2.6.4 CRACK TIP OPENING DISPLACEMENT (CTOD)  

This is another type of parameter to characterize a crack. This can 
be used for both type of linear fracture mechanics (LEFM) and 
elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM). Wells [16] was given 
its mathematical formulation. It was realized that j-integral can 
also be used for EPFM after a decade of CTOD formulation. For 
Opening Mode of Crack following relationship exists:   

CTOD =    =                                (14) 

2.6.5 FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION 

Ever since it was realized that the crack extension takes place due 
to stress concentration at the crack tip and the failure of the 
material during cyclic loading is due to accumulated crack growth 
in several thousands of cycles during the life span of the 
specimen, an effort was made to relate crack growth rate with the 
stress intensity factor at the crack tip. Though the above physical 
basis has limitations for elasto-plastic material due to presence of 
large plastic deformation at the crack tip. Paris and Erdogan [11] 
established a relationship which is expressed as equation (15): 

     = 퐶(∆K)m                                                        (15) 

After Paris and Erdogan [11] relationship, a sudden surge in the 
activity occurred for finding out this form of relationship by 
evaluating the constants C and m for different materials. A large 
number of data show a large variation in the values of C and m 
for different materials. These values are also found to change with 
different loading conditions. Table (2.1) shows some typical 
values of C and m for different materials [21]. 

Table 1: Values of constants in crack growth rate equation 
풅풂
풅푵

= 푪(∆푲)풎 For ∆K expressed in kg/mm3/2 

S.No Material      C M 
1 Carbon and 

alloy steels 
  

 ASTM A 36 
(Plate) 

2.14×10-11 3.0 

 AISI 4330 (Plate) 1.0×10-9 2.25 
2 Stainless Steel   
 304 (Plate) 1.30×10-11 3.25 
 304N (Plate) 8.93×10-12 3.05 
3 Alluminium 

Alloys 
  

 2024-T6 (Plate) 1.78×10-14 3.0 
 7075-T6 (Plate) 2.97×10-14 3.0 
4 Titanium Alloys   
 6Al-4V (Plate) 7.60×10-11 3.34 
 

The use of stress intensity range, ∆K was found by Paris and 
Erdogan [11], it is based on the concept of linear elastic fracture 
mechanics. It is found that for the different values of R for the 
same material, a large deviation in data is obtained from the curve 
fitted by equation (15). 

Elber [15] in the early 1970’s gave the concept that the load 
responsible for the crack extension is only a part of nominal load 
range. This is defined by U effective stress intensity range ratio, 
which is given by the following equation: 

푈 = 	 ∆
∆

= ( ) = 	
	
	=              (16) 

He suggested that ∆K used in Paris-Erdogan equation should be 
replaced by effective stress intensity range, ∆KƟ, thus fatigue 
crack growth rate equation can be represented by: 

= 퐶(∆퐾 ) = 퐶(푈∆퐾)                         (17) 

After the introduction of this concept by Elber [14], a large 
amount of work has been done for finding U as a function of 
stress ratio R and Km. attempts have been made to relate U with 
material properties also. Some expressions on the stress intensity 
range ratio are given in table (2) 

Table 2: Values of U effective stress intensity range ratio in 
equation = 퐶(∆퐾 )   for ∆푲휽	expressed in kg/mm3/2 

S.no Materials Researchers U=f(R, ∆K or K) 
1. RA, Ti-6  Katcher& U=0.73+0.82R 
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Al-4V  Kaplan [62] 
2. 2219-T851 Katcher& 

Kaplan [62] 
U=0.68+0.19R 

3. 2024-T3, 
Al-Alloy 

Schijve[63] U=0.55+0.35R+0.1R2 

4. 2024-T3, 
Al-Alloy 

Elber [64] U=0.5+0.4R-
0.1<R<0.7 

5. Steel A & C Maddox [65] U=0.75+0.25R 
As we know, the fatigue crack propagation in a specimen is 
divided in three regions fig 3. Forman, Karney and Engle [68] 
paid attention to the third stage, when the fatigue crack 
propagation rate becomes high and the specimen is in final stage 
of breaking. They considered that a sharp increase in propagation 
rate is caused when maximum stress intensity factor becomes 
close to its critical value, which is related to the fracture 
toughness of the material. 

Km→Kc = 푖푛푓푖푛푖푡푒                                    (18) 

Using stress ratio Km is given by 

Km= ∆
                                              (19) 

Considering equation (18) and (19) they [66] modified equation 
(15) in the form  

= (∆ )
[( ) ∆ ]

                                  (20) 

The equation (20) fits well on the crack growth rate data obtained 
by authors on Al -alloys. It however generality as pointed out by 
Pearson [17]. 

Pearson proposed that it is not absolutely necessary for the fatigue 
crack propagation rate to have a power of 1. He showed some 
examples, where neither equation (15) nor equation (20) were 
able to fit the experimental data. He proposed a equation which 
was able to co-relate the data well. 

= (∆ )
[( ) ∆ ] /                                            (21) 

Here C and m are material constants. 

Walker [17] proposed that for small scale yielding the crack 
propagation rates should be a function of both stress intensity 
factor range and maximum stress intensity factor. 

= 퐶(∆퐾) (퐾 )                                     (22) 

C, m and n are material constants. 

Various crack growth laws can be divided in different categories 
depending upon the principles on which they are derived. These 
laws [14] are given in table (3) 

Table 3: Various crack growth laws as given by different 
researchers. 

Nature Laws References 

 푑푎
푑푁

= 	퐶(∆퐾)  Paris [11] 

Emperical  laws  푑푎
푑푁

= 퐶(∆퐾) (퐾)  Walker [17] 
 
 

 푑푎
푑푁

			=
퐶(∆퐾)

[(1−푅)퐾 −	∆퐾
 Foreman[68]   

 푑푎
푑푁

=
퐶(∆퐾)

[(1− 푅)퐾 −	∆퐾]

 Foreman[68] 

Based on 
deformation 
ahead of crack 
tip 

푑푎
푑푁

= 퐶휔 ∆휔  
Erdogan[78]  

 푑푎
푑푁

= 퐶휔 
Liu[78] 

 푑푎
푑푁

= ∆휀 ∆휔 
Tomkins[78] 

Based on crack 
tip geometry 

푑푎
푑푁

=
8

휎 ∆
 

Frost & 
Dixon[78] 

 푑푎
푑푁

=
8

휋 ∆
 

Pook & Frost[78] 

Crack closure 
concept 

푑푎
푑푁

= 퐶(푈∆퐾)  
Elber [64]   

 푑푎
푑푁

=
(0.886푈) 푝
500(1−푅)

푎
Lal [70] 

              Where	푝 = 휎/휎   
 

3 CRACK GROWTH RATE CONSTANTS   

As we have seen earlier constants of the models in table (3) are 
called crack growth rate constants. These crack growth rate 
constants are found by drawing 푙표푔(∆퐾)− 푙표푔( ) curves for 

each set of loadings. Slope of the 푙표푔(∆퐾) − 푙표푔( ) curves 
gives us the value of constant m, while the intercept of the curve 
at Y-axis will give us the value of the constant C.  Generally the 
values of these constants vary material to material. Variation has 
also been found among different set of loadings i.e. the values of 
constants C and m varies as the parameters, maximum load, 
minimum load and load range varies. Researchers tried to co-
relate the constants C and m with loading parameters. 

Niccollos [66] proposed the relationship between m and C which 
is given follows. 

푚 = 퐴 + 퐷	(푙표푔 퐶)                             (23) 

Here A and D are negative parameters that remain constant for a 
given class of materials. 

A comprehensive study of the equation (23) was carried out by 
Tanaka et al [67]. These authors resolved the presence of a pivot 
point (PP), with co-ordinates ( )   and		∆퐾  , where all the 

	푙표푔( ) versus	푙표푔	(∆퐾) straight lines intersected. It is shown in 
figure (3). In relation to pivot point equation (15) becomes: 
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= ( ∆
∆

)                                  (24) 

With = 푒푥푝 −  and ∆퐾 = 푒푥푝(− ) 

Bailon et al [68] first suggested a relation between the load ratio 
and the  m-logC relationship. They carried out investigations on 
aluminium alloys 2024-T3, 2618-AT651 and 7175-T7351, with 
load ratios from -0.3 to 0.75, and found pronounced effect of R, 
and co-related the coefficients of equation (23). 

With modulus of R 

A= -1.98 -6.85 R                                  (25) 

D= -0.29 – 0.47 R                                (26) 

4 METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND SOME IMPORTANT 
RESULTS: 

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL 

In the past various methods have been used for establishing the 
crack opening and crack closing points. A displacement gauge is 
usually mounted either across the crack or at the mouth of the 
notch, and the load displacement curve is taken. The change in 
slope of the load displacement curve gives an indication of crack 
opening and closing. Some researchers have also tried ultrasonic 
and electric potential methods. However, because of difficulties 
in interpreting the results, the COD method is still considered to 
be superior to other methods. A review of work on crack closure 
at CAL reported in the literature using the above method. 

Constant amplitude loading (CAL) work is divided in to the 
following categories:   

(i) Dependence of crack closure on stress ratio R; 
(ii) Dependence of crack closure on stress ratio R, Kmax and 
∆퐾; 
(iii) Dependence of crack closure on material properties 휎y, 
n, 휎f, 
(iv) Dependence of crack closure on environment and 
instantaneous crack length; 
Classification on the basis of crack closure measurement 
techniques  

4.1.1 EFFECT OF MEAN STRESS ON FATIGUE CRACK 
GROWTH 

R=	  = 	  = Stress Ratio              (27) 

R=0, R>0 

4.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT ON FATIGUE 
GROWTH RATE 

There is an overall enhancement of crack growth rate except near 
the threshold ∆Kth can be higher in corrosive environment. The 
corrosion Products increase the volume of material contributing 
to the crack closure thus pushing up ∆Kth  

4.1.3 DEPENDENCE OF CRACK CLOSURE ON STRESS 
RATIO R: 

A large number of research workers have found that for a given 
material, U is a function of R only and  is independent of other 
parameters.  The Elber [64] model is valid for  -0.1<R<0.7. 
Katcher and Kaplan [62] observed no crack closure after a stress 
raotio of 0.3. Schijve [63] found U as a function of second order 
polynomial in R. The model is valid for both positive and 
negative values of stress ratio. Buck found that U and R for 
various materials tested by many authors.  

4.1.4 DEPENDENCE OF CRACK CLOSURE ON STRESS 
RATIO R, KMAX AND ∆푲; 

According to some other researcher [69, 70] U depends on Kmax , 
R and  ∆퐾. Chand & Garg [71]  developed models for U as 
function of Kmax , and R.Srivastav and Garg [71]developed a 
model of for U as a function of  ∆퐾 and R. Srivastava and Garg 
[71]showed that U is a function of R and ∆퐾 and that U tends to 
increase with increasing∆퐾. Clark and Cassat [72] found that for 
specimen thickness of 6.35 and 25.40 mm, U increases with 
increasing Kmax, but for a thickness of 12.70 mm it decreases. 

4.1.5 DEPENDENCE OF CRACK CLOSURE ON 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 흈Y, n, 흈f, 

Some researchers found that U is a function of stress ratio and 
material properties. Newman, Bell and Creager, Kumar and Garg 
developed models for U as a function of material properties like 
stress 휎y , cyclic hardening exponent (n) etc. Elber [64], Schijve 
and Kumar and Garg found that crack closure load is less in 
comparison to as received material due to high yield strength. 

4.1.6 DEPENDENCE OF CRACK CLOSURE ON 
ENVIRONMENT AND INSTANTANEOUS CRACK 
LENGTH; 

Bachmann and Munz, Irving, Homma and Nakazwa , Morris and 
James and Ho found changes in U with gauge location along the 
crack line. Schijve [63], Srivastava, Lal, Kumar and Garg found 
that crack closure load is independent of instantaneous crack 
length. Schijve and Arkema also showed that crack closure load is 
the same in all three environment (Vacuume, air, salt water). 
Buck showed that lower crack closure loads in moist air in 
comparison to a dry atmosphere. Schijve [63] found lesser crack 
closure load in thick material. Kumar and Garg showed that the 
crack closure equation is valid for both SEN and centrally 
notched specimen.  

4.2 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

Finite element Method is one of the numerical methods to obtain 
an approximate solution to many of the fracture mechanics 
problems. Today this method has become so powerful due to high 
end computers are available. The basic approach to solve the 
problem by this method is the domain of the problem is 
discretized in to number of sub domains called elements which 
are connected with other at points called nodes. All the variables 
are approximated piecewise, so that they are represented in each 
element by simple polynomials. The coefficient of the polynomial 
equivalently expressed as nodal values of the variables are 
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determined such that governing equations and boundary 
conditions are satisfied in the best possible manner. This 
approximation method may be variational method or a weighted 
residual approach. 

There two methods to determined fracture parameters: 
 Direct Methods to determine fracture parameter 
 Indirect Method to determine fracture parameter    

    
4.2.1 DIRECT METHODS TO DETERMINE FRACTURE 
PARAMETER 
 
In this kind of method we assume stress, strain field in a 2D crack 
problem by using 3 or 6 noded triangular elements, 4 noded iso 
parametric elements. Now for determination of fracture parameter 
KI, KII, near the crack tip we can use the expression of 
displacement and stress near the crack tip. Watwood [75] gave 
some studies results with this method on central cracked 
specimen.Chan et al. [77] determined KI value with coarse mesh. 
Very near crack tip the solution of FEM become in accurate due 
to its inability to model singular nature of stresses accurately. 
 
4.2.2 INDIRECT METHOD TO DETERMINE FRACTURE 
PARAMETER       
 

There are some methods in which no need to use direct formula 
of crack tip stress. This gives improved results than direct 
methods. Some important methods also reviewed as follows:  

4.2.2.1 J-INTEGRAL METHOD 

In this method the path of integration for j-integral is taken along 
the nodes on the element’s edges. And the strain energy density 
values at nodes are obtained an extrapolation of the values at 
Gauss points within the elements. Chan et al. [77] applied this to 
analyze a compact test specimen. 

4.2.2.2 ENERGY RELEASE RATE METHOD 

Watwood [75] applied this method to analyze a center cracked 
panel of finite size. And the obtained results further compared 
with the results obtained by Isida [76] and error was just 2%. This 
method can also be applied for 3D case. 

4.2.2.3 STIFFNESS DERIVATIVE METHOD 

In this method we calculate the change in potential energy in 
finite element analysis that uses the change in stiffness of the 
plate for two configuration of the crack.   

4.2.2.4 SINGULAR ELEMENT METHOD 

All above were not capable to model the large stress gradient at 
the crack tip that is theoretically infinite stress at crack tip. 
Singular elements are special elements which have the 
interpolation function to model the singularity at the crack tip.    

4.2.2.5 BARSOUM ELEMENT METHOD 

Barsoum [73] introduced a new method as quarter- Point element 
( Barsoum Element) technique. In this method 6 noded tringle or 
8 noded isoparametric quadrilateral element are used. 

4.2.2.6 EXTENDED FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

In this modern and most effected method a new element called 
enriched element is introduced at the crack tip and outside of the 
crack tip conventional element is place. Gifford and Hilton [74] 
was introduced this method and it gives more accurate results 
than other methods. Now almost all FEM based programs like 
Abaqus® and ANSYS® etc also accepted this method and 
worldwide research and industrial filed this method is widely 
accepted.   
 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The literature review provided us the following important 
informations: 

1. Fatigue crack growth rate equation expressed in terms of 
the Stress Intensity Factor range ΔK depend on the R-
ratio. 

2. From literature review we got the following types of 
crack growth rate equations. 

푑푎
푑푁

= 퐶	(∆퐾)  
 

푑푎
푑푁

= 퐶(∆퐾 )  
 

푑푎
푑푁

=
퐶(∆퐾)

[(1−푅)퐾 − ∆퐾]
 

 
푑푎
푑푁

= 퐶(∆퐾) (퐾 )  
 
Where∆K = U∆K, for a particular material U is found 
to be a function of loading conditions. The constants m, 
n and C are material constants depending upon loading 
conditions. 

3. Some researchers [64] have found that U is a function of 
R only, and is independent of other parameters for a 
material. 

4. Some others [70] have found U to increase with R in 
almost all cases but it also depends upon Km. In some 
cases U is found to increase with Km and in others it is 
found to decrease with Km. 

5. Results of U are found to be influenced by measurement 
technique and the material being investigated. 

6. Specimen geometry and material properties are found to 
affect crack growth rate. 

7. The power coefficients C and m depends upon loading 
conditions. Influence of load ratio increases with the 
value of m, the power coefficient of Paris law [11]. 

8. Crack closure was still considered to be the leading 
mechanism to arrive at effective stress range. However, 
σop was no longer obtained from an empirical function.  

9. This has been seen that Extended Finite Element 
Method is the best approach [74] to analyze a crack 
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growth there is a lot of work required to be done on 
different materials on which experimental work has 
already done for the comparison with result obtained by 
XFEM analysis.  

10. This has been seen that there is no work found on effect 
of “n (work hardening exponent)” and “C (material 
constant)” in fatigue crack growth so there is a 
relationship required that shows the effect of value of 
“n” and “C”on the fatigue growth rate. 
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